PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Spotlight: Check-in

Some of the world’s best companies like
Microsoft and GE use automated check-ins to
facilitate the most important conversations with
their people each week.
The 15Five Check-in is a lightweight practice
that improves organizational health by replacing
traditional status reports, email chains, and
spreadsheets with a handful of questions that
solicit feedback and start vital conversations.

Research-Backed Pro Tip:
Research shows employees are happiest
when they make progress on meaningful
work. Setting aside 15 minutes each
week to reflect is an essential practice
to uncover and remove any roadblocks,
celebrate wins, and drive key company
initiatives forward.

The 15Five Check-in is comprised of The Pulse,
Objectives, Priorities, Questions, and High Fives:
The Pulse
“How did you feel at work this week?” 15Five uses this
question to take the pulse of the company week over
week. Why? With all the tech advancements in medicine,
the most powerful diagnostic tool doctors use is still this
question. The same is true for managers, who can offer
support in rough times and celebrate great times with
their employees.

Tip:
The Pulse dashboard aggregates responses,
which can provide insight into how employees,
teams, and the organization are doing.
This data is great for spotting trends and
understanding shifts in morale.
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TIP:

Objectives
Long-term Objectives can be set and tracked in 15Five.
Once Objectives are set, you’ll update your progress in
each 15Five Check-in. This practice is intended to keep
you connected to your long-term priorities.

Click the comment bubble next
to your Objective, and let your
manager know where you need
support. You can also link Priorities
to your Objectives for an itemized
view of shorter priorities tied to
your longer term goals.

Questions
Questions are the heart of 15Five, and insightful feedback
questions have a power all to their own The right questions
can spark innovation and direct attention to critical
challenges so that managers can provide support.

TIP:

Candor and contribution are key when
answering questions. Be honest and share
your voice, ideas, and challenges so your
manager & colleagues can benefit from your
perspective and help remove roadblocks.
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Priorities

High Fives

Priorities are the most important tasks to be completed in
the short-term. These tasks can be linked with Objectives
to create alignment between short- and long-term goals.
In each 15Five, you have the option to mark a priority as
complete, move it to the following week for completion,
or leave it unchecked (to keep it incomplete and remove it
from Priorities.)

The power of peer recognition can’t be
overstated. High Fives allow employees
to provide instant peer recognition,
improving team communication while
boosting morale. Simply @mention a
colleague and share why that person
earned your praise.

TIP:

Priorities are NOT meant to be a project
management tool. If this is redundant to work
you are already doing in another system,
this feature can be enabled or disabled per
department by your company administrator.

Who can see my 15Five?
Visibility is set according to the
organizational hierarchy. To see who has
access to view your 15Five, visit this page.

What to expect?
Email reminders will be sent a day before and on the day your 15Five is due. (And if you miss it, we’ll send a
reminder on the day after.) Click here to begin your Check-in. Once submitted, your manager will be notified
and then be able to respond to your feedback to keep you on top of your game!

For more on the research behind the Check-in and 1-on-1 feature, go here.
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